Physiology, clinical evidence and diagnostic relevance of sound-induced and vibration-induced vestibular stimulation.
To examine the recent literature concerning the neural basis and clinical evidence for the response of the labyrinth to sound and vibration: vestibular-evoked myogenic potentials (VEMPs) and vibration-induced nystagmus (VIN). There are two streams of information from each otolith - a sustained stream (afferents with regular resting activity, signalling gravity and low-frequency linear accelerations) and a transient stream (afferents with irregular resting activity) signalling onset of linear acceleration, and sound and vibration. These irregular neurons are synchronized to each cycle of the stimulus. Neurons in the transient stream are tested by presenting sounds or vibration (500 Hz) and using surface electrodes to measure myogenic potentials from muscles activated by otolithic stimuli (VEMPs). 100 Hz vibration activates irregular canal afferents and causes a stimulus-locked VIN in patients with asymmetric canal function. These new tests of the transient system have one big advantage over older tests of the sustained system - they reliably show the effect of long-term unilateral vestibular loss. The new physiological and anatomical evidence shows how sound and vibration activate otolith and canal receptors and so provides the scientific foundation for VEMPs and VIN, which are important tools for diagnosing vestibular disorders. VIDEO ABSTRACT: http://links.lww.com/CONR/A47.